Introduction
Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance program that recommends maintenance decisions based on the information collected through condition monitoring [1] . CBM is one of the important maintenance methodologies for prognostics and health management (PHM) [2] . Since the degradation process for component\system is mainly nonlinear and non-stationary, forecasting of degradations is of uncertainty [3] . Therefore, it is essential to deal with CBM optimization incorporating stochastic prognostics [1] . Degradation forecasting is one of important prognostics for CBM optimization, which includes physicalbased model [4] , data-driven model [5, 6] and reliability model combing monitoring data [1, 7] .
For CBM incorporating with stochastic degradation, the current research work can be divided into two types in accordance of the planning horizon: infinite horizon and finite horizon [8] . CBM for a specified finite horizon can be more realistic than that for infinite horizon. In particular, the degradation possibility distribution can be dynamical and non-stationary [9] . Simulation-based CBM model can be applied to deal with this problem [10] . However, for the simulation-based CBM optimization, the computational complexity can increase in exponent with the number of monitoring conditions and stages. Therefore, it is essential to explore effective methods to reduce the computational complexity for CBM within the finite horizon. In other words, effective discretization methods for forecasting degradations can be considered a way to solve the bottle-neck in reducing computational complexity for CBM in finite horizon.
Uncertainty also exists in decision making problems for other application areas, as well as for CBM. Many computational methods for solving this kind of problem are based on approximating the original uncertainty distribution by discretization of the possibility model presenting uncertainty with finitely many scenarios [11] . It is natural to try to approximate the original scenarios set with much smaller subset that keeps key characteristics, and this process is called scenario reduction, as shown in Fig. 1 . In general, fine discretizations can lead to numerically intractable problems, but coarse discretizations may lead to questionable model by neglecting important scenarios. Thus, scenario reduction has been an important topic in the past decades addressing uncertainty in decision making mainly for power system by stochastic programming [12] [13] [14] .
The basic idea of scenario reduction is to select a few representative scenarios among a large number of scenarios ( Fig. 1) , and to assign probability to each selected scenario, so as to span possible output scenarios and capture wide range of outcomes in a way that is useful for decisionmaking [11] . According to the reduction mechanisms, current research of scenario reduction is mainly based on the input performance of uncertain parameters [13] [14] [15] . For scenario reduction based on input performance, the distance of scenarios is measured by the probability metric distance, and then the possibilities are redistributed among the selected scenarios by distance given in terms of mass transportation problems, to minimize the probability distance between initial and reduced scenarios. Heitsch and Römisch [15] proposed a kind of fast forward and backward reduction to reduce the computational complexity, applying the discretization of possibility distribution instead of the initial continuous probability distribution. A scenario optimal reduction technique, introduced by Dupačová et al [14] , applied the Foret-Mourier distance and duality theory to compute the distance between two probability measures. Another variant of the scenario optimal reduction, introduced by De Oliveira et al. [13] , combined with global and local (stage-wise) reduction, was to select a small set of sequences representing the stochastic process well enough. These scenario reduction methods based on input performance focus mainly on the scenario parameters, but overlooking where the uncertainties appear in the problem modelling and their impacts on the optimal decision [16] . To deal with this problem, a novel scenario reduction method is proposed mainly based on the CBM model features. In other words, it is a kind of problem-dependent scenario reduction method, instead of isolating the scenario reduction from the problem.
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The paper is organized as follows: Firstly, CBM optimization model and degradation model are introduced in Section 2 and 3, respectively. Secondly, in Section 4, we propose the scenario reduction based on the output-performance for forecasting degradations, aim to increase the computational efficiency of the CBM optimization. A case study based on degradation data from rotating machinery is presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future works are outlined in Section 6.
Control-limit policy for CBM
For a single-unit system which degrades during the operation, the degradations can be detected by sensors at equally spaced discrete time epochs k, k=0, 1, 2…NT, with t  being the constant time interval between two consecutive observations. The system is considered to fail whenever its degradation level reaches a given (i.e. not a decision variable) failure threshold [17] . The decision variable is preventive maintenance (PM) threshold 1 i d based on the monitoring degradation scenario. The expected maintenance cost rate including the costs entailed by corrective maintenance (CM), PM within the planning horizon is written as follows:
where cF, cP are, respectively, CM and PM maintenance cost per time. We define i t IF and i t IP are, respectively, the indicator whether the system should be taken CM action, the indicator whether the system should be taken PM action, at time epoch t for degradation scenario i. The control-limit policy for CBM for a single-unit system is as follows [18] : 1) For each scenario i, if the degradations i t Z exceeds the failure threshold, CM will be triggered. CM cost will be incurred and
2) PM actions will be triggered if the degradation is above PM threshold but it does not exceed the failure threshold. PM cost will be incurred as a result and
3) No maintenance actions are required if the degradation is below PM threshold. Therefore, no maintenance will be incurred, and both . Furthermore, the degradation model can be referred to Section 3. For the controllimit policy of CBM within the finite horizon, the objective function is to minimize the expected maintenance cost rate for all degradation scenarios as follows:
where i p is the possibility of each degradation scenario. From (1), (2) and equations in control-limit policy, optimal PM threshold can be obtained for each selected scenario.
Mathematical formulation for degradation forecasting model
Since exponential degradation model is common for rotating machinery and bearing application [9, 19] , we use this type of degradation model which is expressed as follows:
where  is a known nonnegative constant, and  is a lognormal random variable,  is normal random variable, For simplification, the logarithm of degradation signal   lt is formed as:
where   and   are independent and follow normal distri- 
PROPOSITION 2.The posterior distribution of   , is normal with the following parameters [19] :
From Proposition 1 and 2, it can be seen that each time a signal is observed, it is used to update the predictive distribution of L. Therefore, it is a kind of non-stationary process for degradation, whose evolution is updated based on the monitoring condition for the system. For CBM, the optimal decision is made based on various forecasting degradation scenarios, since the degradation evolution process is stochastic within the planning horizon. Therefore, the initial scenarios can be generated through Proposition 1 and 2 by Monte Carlo simulation.
Scenario reduction method based on output performance
For CBM optimization combined with stochastic forecasting degradations, it is essential to make the scenario reduction to increase the calculation efficiency. Therefore, a kind of scenario reduction method based output performance is proposed, instead of isolating the scenario reduction from the problem. The procedures of this proposed method are shown in Fig. 2 . It is based on the pattern recognition among the output performance (optimal PM threshold and the objective function value) and the forecasting degradation scenarios. Specific relationships can be derived from the analysis of the solutions for the CBM optimization with various degradation scenarios. The major procedure can be described by the following four steps.
Step 1. Monotonize the non-monotonic degradation processes.
Some degradation scenarios may be non-monotonic, and the non-monotonic degradation processes W(T) are monotonized to be the monotonic degradations Z(T) as follows: Fig. 2 Procedures of scenario reduction method based on output performance for CBM optimization
Step 2. Identify feature points from the monotonic degradations. 1) For degradation scenario i, check whether it will exceed the failure threshold within the planning horizon. If it does, the first point which is Z  higher than the failure threshold is set to be feature point, 
where Z  is the unit of discrete degradation evolution, and periodically and there will be two maintenance actions within the planning horizon. Moreover, it is assumed that the system is renewable after each maintenance action and it will follow the same degradation scenario as that before maintenance.
3) For degradation scenario i, search the first feature point 
where  
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ZT is the degradation evolution process for scenario i during time period 1,
Step 3. Identify characteristic patterns among solutions and scenario feature points.
After identifying these four feature points from the degradation scenarios, there are four kinds of modes can be indentified with different relationships among these feature points, as shown in Fig. 3 NT within the planning horizon.
Step 4. Objective function analysis. From the relationship between modes and optimal solutions for different degradation scenarios, NPM can be determined by the specific modes of the degradation scenarios. The objective function is proportional to NPM, since the objective is to minimize the total maintenance cost. As shown in Fig. 3 , for Mode 2, 3, 4, the total number of PMs is determined by the time when the first PM occurs. That is, it is determined by position of the feature point Z2 in the degradation scenarios. For each degradation scenario, the optimal threshold is an interval-value data, instead of single-value data. Therefore, the scenarios share the same objective function value can be reduced to one representative scenario for the proposed method.
After the scenario reduction by the proposed method, optimal PM thresholds for CBM can be solved based on the selected degradation scenarios. 
Original data
For the application of proposed scenario reduction method based on output performance (short for PSR), we utilize the test data of vibration-based signals of the paper by Elwany, Gebraeel et al. [9] . According to the monitoring signals, exponential degradation model can be used to model the bearing degradation. The prior means, variances, and the variance parameter of the Brownian error terms are , and the time unit of degradations is set to be minute. For simplification, minute is the default time unit in section 5.2 and 5.3 unless otherwise stated.
Scenario generation for degradation forecasting
The models of randomness with their finite, discrete realizations are called scenario generators [20] . We generate 10 3 degradation scenarios according to the exponential degradation model as mentioned in Section 3. 
Results and discussions
The initial 10 3 degradation scenarios are reduced to 10 representative scenarios by PSR (Fig. 4) , according to the objective function values. For each kind of degradation scenarios, which share the same value of objective function value, are replaced by average degradation scenario as one representative. Meanwhile, the possibility of the new representative scenario is added by that of the same kind of degradation scenarios. According to the proposed scenario reduction method, the probability of the reduced scenarios can be added to the representative scenario.
In this section, one of scenario reduction method based on input performance, fast forward selection ( short for FFS) [21] , is chosen to make the comparison study to the proposed scenario reduction method, PSR. The initial degradation scenarios are reduced by FFS, and the relative possibility distance increases as the number of reduced scenarios decrease. The relative possibility distance is around 0.3 as the number of scenarios is reduced to 10. The corresponding possibility and optimal solutions of each selected scenario are listed in Table 1 . Some of these 10 selected scenarios share the same number of PMs, instead of completely different. E.g. for scenario #426, #823, #910 and #1000, 1 PM N  . Meanwhile, NPM for the rest of the selected scenarios are 0, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8, respectively.
For the control-limit policy of CBM for singlecomponent system, the optimal threshold is interval-value data, instead of single-value data. Therefore, the output performance of CBM can be analysed based on the objective function value ( Q ), optimal PM threshold ( for selected scenarios by FFS and by OPTI. Meanwhile, the probability distance is 0.000 between the probability distributions of PM N for selected scenarios by PSR and by OPTI. Compared to FFS, the output performance, objective function value Q , of PSR is much closer to that of OPTI.
The probability distributions of d1 for selected scenarios (FFS, PSR) and initial scenarios (OPTI) are shown in Fig. 5, b . The probability distance is 0.067 between the probability distributions of d1 for selected scenarios by FFS and by OPTI. Meanwhile, the probability distance is 0.059 between the probability distributions of d1 for selected scenarios by PSR and by OPTI. Compared to FFS, the output performance, d1, of PSR is much closer to that of OPTI. The probability distributions of 1U d for selected scenarios (FFS, PSR) and initial scenarios are shown in Fig. 5, d . The probability distance is 0.402 between the probability distributions of 1U d for selected scenarios by FFS and by OPTI. Meanwhile, the probability distance is 0.396 between the probability distributions of d1U for selected scenarios by PRS and by OPTI. Compared to FFS, the output performance distance, 1U d , of PSR is much closer to that of OPTI. However, the probability distributions of d1L for selected scenarios and initial scenarios are shown in Fig. 5 ,. The probability distance is 0.235 between the probability distributions of d1L for selected scenarios by FFS and by OPTI. Meanwhile, the probability distance is 0.336 between the probability distributions of d1L for selected scenarios by PRS and by OPTI. Compared to FFS, the output performance distance, d1L, of PSR is a little bit greater to that of OPTI. It is the pay for the distance reduction of objective function value and distribution distance between selected scenarios by PSR and initial scenarios are much closer than that between selected scenarios by FFS and initial scenarios. The reason is that the proposed scenario reduction method can consider the role of the uncertainty in the CBM model. Moreover, it can capture the characteristics, which have influence on the output performance. Therefore, the scenarios with same kind of features can be reduced to one representative scenario. 
Conclusions
To improve the efficiency of scenario reduction for CBM problem involving uncertainties, such as stochastic degradation, a kind of scenario reduction method based on the output performance is proposed. This scenario reduction method can utilize the influence of the scenarios on their output performance, instead of input performance of scenarios. Therefore, the proposed method can increase the efficiency of scenario reduction so as to reduce computational complexity for CBM in finite horizon.
Further extension of this work will focus on investigating the feature modes for CBM policy of multi-component system that based on the proposed scenario reduction method. In addition, we assume that the state after maintenance is as good as mew. It is also possible to consider the case that the maintenance effect is partial repair or stochastic.
